the aim of this paper is to present the suspected differences in the level of literacy between Minoan and Mycenian populations. through the analysis of the number and type of preserved objects, which were inscribed in linear a and comparing the results with the type of artefacts inscribed in linear B we are able to define the original function of script in both cultures. the preserved epigraphic and archaeological material may indicate that the writing skills were more prevalent in the earlier Minoan than in the Mycenaean era.
a script called linear B, used on Crete and on the greek continent in late Bronze age, is the oldest notation of greek language that we know. the language is however, in many aspects, completely different to the one which survived in later alphabet inscriptions. also, the way of notation itself illustrated language in much different way than alphabet, because the script was syllabic and each symbol corresponded only to an open syllable. Because greek language is of no-syllabic structure, it caused some distortions and inaccuracy in notation. the script however (likewise other aspects of material culture such as painting, ceramics, ornaments) was not created by the hellenes themselves but was adopted from the Minoans and adjusted to the needs of greek language. Basing on the remaining archeological material, we can observe similarities between these cultures also in the scope of art, religion and (probably) administration; but still the issue of universality of use of writing has not been examined well for both of them. In spite of the fact that only a small part of written documents is available to us (these which managed to survive in rather humid climate of greece 1 ) one can observe some differences in the use of writing in both of these societies. Societies, lp liV (1) MałgoRzata zaDka and that should be stressed, which were functioning in the same place, in similar conditions and in undoubted contact with each other. * the significant variety characterizes linear a documents. they have been preserved on small clay objects (so-called cretualae), tablets, inscribed ostraca (fragments of pottery), gold and silver pins, miniature double axes, libation stoneware. their provenience is also various: they have been found in Minoan palace and sacrificial centers, villas and smaller settlements (e.g. privat houses). the artefacts have been found on Crete and surrounding islands, continental greece, coasts of Minor asia and levant. undoubtedly, the use of these objects was also diverse. tablets and cretualae are regarded to be the elements of administration system; but the connection between these two types of notation has not yet been established. the Minoan tablets we posses are relatively small, and therefore they could not have contained as many information as bigger linear B tablets. linear a inscriptions on libation tables and other objects with cultic destination are probably votive texts. the texts seem to have formulaic forms (MichAilidou 2000 (MichAilidou -2001 and they cannot be of the same character as the texts inscribed on other objects (e.g. libation tables). there is therefore no sense in comparing religious texts and economic accounts.
Diversity of the preserved objects and the big variety of their appications rises a question about the level of literacy in Minoan society. Inventory records allow us to assume the existence of a group of specialized scribes while inscriptions on the ostraca and metal objects (as they are mostly economic and votive records) can suggest that also private people were able to write simple texts. perhaps the inscriptions found in private buildings had been used for household arithmetic (schoep 1999: 205-206) . writing seems to be present in craftsman's spheres; but it is hard to determine if craftsmen were hiring scribes or wrote themselves. also, it is impossible to answer the question about the actual time of carving the linear a symbols on clay vessels, if they were carved before the firing, probably by the person who created them, or after the firing (in this case they had been produced for a private individuals for personal use or for qualified specialists). we also do not know if the inscriptions on libation tables or mugs from knossos (eVAns 1921: 623n) were created by a scribe, priest or by the owner of the mug himself. known inscriptions of monumental character - the inscription on a wall painting in knossos (symbol aB 50) (cAMeron 1965: 12-15) and symbols impressed in a plaster in haghia triada (eVAns 1921: 637), do not give us the information by whom and in what purpose they were created. Researcher anna Michailidou thinks that inscriptions on libation tables and other objects of this type were indecipherable for majority of the Crete population. however, they could understand computational inscriptions such as numbers and ideograms, and sometimes they curved a property sign on a mug or other object (MichAilidou 2000 (MichAilidou -2001 . It is also unclear if we can talk about professional scribes in the Minoan period on Crete. In egypt and Sumer this post was important and valued, and a was a vital element of the state administration (MichAilidou 2000 (MichAilidou -2001 . In egypt scribes were not only at pharaoh or temple service but they were hired also by private individuals, mayne in the similar way the post was organized in the Minoan society (we have a linear a inscriptions from a private settlement in akrotiri). ** the majority of the linear B inscriptions has been preserved on clay tablets containing lists of people, animals, plants and objects used in palace system of goods redistribution, incomes and expenditures controlling. In much smaller extent inscriptions have been preserved on clay objects of different shape and ceramics. part of the findings are small clay objects, generally called as labels or cretulae because they were probably used to seal documents, vessels, baskets and other objects which contents were destined to specified addressees and simultaneously protect them from misuse. almost every linear B inscriptions were found in the palaces, mostly in separate rooms, recognized by archeologists to be archives. additional proof of using the writing closely connected to palaces, is the lack of records dated to the period after their damage in ph III B - ph III C (after 1200 BC) (pAlAiMA 1987: 499) . Cretulae constitute only about 3% of the inscribed objects, the same ratio is for other types of small objects (different then tablets).
linear B inscriptions have been preserved on objects of more homogeneous character than linear a. on tablets which contain lists, the symbols are neat and placed between signed lines. this fact, likewise concentration of the records in the archives of the palatial centers, inclines to treat them as a result of work of professional scribes. linear B writing was also characterized by substantial standardization: despite of the fact that the script was used in different centres and during few hundreds of years (duhoux 2007: 1). Basing on characterological analysis of the writing it is being assumed that tablets from knossos were written by about 60-110 individuals, from pylos by 33-45, from Mycenae by 14 (pAlAiMA 1987: 504) .
that big number of scribes from knossos might suggest that in fact every official was able to write. It would confirm the fact that individual characters of writting are connected with different fields of the economy. this seems to indicate that instead of hiring professional scribes to work in the palaces, individual officials were obliged to have writing skills (lewArTowski 2001). there are no proofs for "low" literacy 2 in Mycenaean society (although only private records on ostraca, vessels, votive offerings, tracks of untrained hands on inscriptions, sanctuaries and private houses have been preserved). we are facing also a problem of the lack of styluses, inkwells and inscriptions on monuments.
3 Symbols impressed on vessels are not numerous. probably linear B script was not adjusted to express one's thoughts freely and was not good enough for recording poetry or historiography, contrary to accounting of incomes and expenditures. one can have doubts because of completely different use of the Cypriot Sylabary, related to the linear B script, which has very similar structure and was used to write on ceramics, votive offerings and epitaphs. we will find it on graffiti of Cypriot traders in egypt, on vases inscriptions, royal marble inscriptions and on over 100 of notices on ceramics from nymphaion near Idalion (225-118 BC) (pAlAiMA 1987: 505). Moreover, research on handwriting revealed multiplicity of "hands" that took part in recording of Cypriot inscriptions. another problem of vital importance is lp liV (1) MałgoRzata zaDka that Cypriot Sylabary was functioning even in the time when greek alphabet was in common use and the sylabary should have been replaced much faster by the alphabet as it was impractical and distorting.
non-adaptation of the linear B script to greek notation was pointed also by duhoux (2000: 37-57), fAccheTTi (2002: 141-147), JAsink (2006: 39) and shArypkin (2010: 218) who emphasized the fact that it was used only by qualified group of scribes. they could write both for themselves and for higher-or lower-rank officials (shArypkin 2010: 222). Duhoux suggested that scribes were using very archaic type of language that sounded different while speaking. however, the fact that officials from different centres were using their own graphic solutions for words that sound the same (i.e. pe-te-re-wa next to pte-re-wa 4 ) (duhoux 2007: 15) might suggest that each of the scribes wrote in the scope of some freedom and own invention, without taking care of widely-held schemes and formulas.
Researchers emphasize the fact that the language of linear B notations was not identical to the one used for oral communication and was used only for administrative purposes (AdrAdos 2005: 29; duhoux 2000: 37-57; shArypkin 2002: 32) .
Maybe in the Mycenaean age there was no need to record anything else than administrative documents because literary works existed as oral tradition. Despite the lack of any, possible to identify, remains of Mycenaean literature (hAcksTein 2010: 403), there are "story singers" shown on frescos from pylos and ru-ra-ta-e (linked with greek *lyrastes 'lyrist') th av 106,6 are recalled on the tablets from thebes (Meier-BrüGGer 2003: 233; wesT 1988: 165) . *** the research on literacy are difficult because of the shortage of knowledge on the actual ratio of preserved texts in comparison with the number of originally written ones. Due to this situation, some risk of inadequate conclusions, regarding the level of literacy and based on partly preserved material, exists. however, the analysis of the frequency of the preserved artefacts and research of other ways of determining so-called "high" or "low" literacy, might show some regularities. lack of preserved styluses and other writing tools as well as public, monumental inscriptions in stone (permanent material) may reflect the limited linear B literacy. while in Mesopotamia and egypt thousands of shells which served students of scribe schools were found, there are no finds of this type form Mycenaean archeological sites. there are also no graphic depictions of writing materials which would be analogical to numerous egyptian and assyrian notions of scribes, writers and also to later depictions of greek teachers or other people with scrolls or tablets in one hand and styluses in other. preserved texts characterize unique coherence of graphic styles, orthography and shapes of tablets in different centres. the number of so-called "hands", which means a number of individual handwritings, indicates limited group of people who created the records. all these facts could prove the existence of a narrow group of officials who were able to write and who were creating texts in the scope of organized and unified system. Furthermore, we do not know any writing remainings created after damaging the palatial centres in 1200 BC.
If writing was spread, independent of palace administration private records should have come into being. provided that "high" literacy of a society shows the existence of historical literature records, poetry, liturgy and a code of laws; it is interesting that there are no authenticated signs of linear B script for so-called "low" literacy such as private records craped on parts of vessels, graffiti on offices. only about 0,2% of all texts are considered to be this kind of inscriptions. In case of la script it is about 3% of all inscriptions in much more varied contexts.
lB script was so poorly adjusted to greek language notation that some of the ancient historians (Duhoux, Facchetti, Sharypkin) are prone to consider it as a kind of administrative shorthand writing - useful while writing down official records but inadequate to write down literature and private texts. **** one can have the impression that the skill of writing was more common in the Minoan age than in the Mycenaean. paradoxically the range of literacy has decreased and had reduced with the passing of time. Some of the Minoan records indicate a private character and (despite it is difficult to assess the scale and level of advancement of this skill completely) could have been made by individual tradesmen or farmers without the necessity to use services of a scribe. the use of linear a script seems to be less centralized than linear B which obviously makes up with palace administration. linear a inscriptions are also internally more irregular than elegant and organized linear B.
a lot of things indicate that in the Minoan age the writing skill was available to some extent rather universally; while the hellenes used it in more decreased degree. It could have proven bigger polarization of their society, in which the contrast between illiterate farmers, craftsmen and educated officials, functioning as a part of palace administration, was remarkable. the hellenes could have been on lower level of society development than users of linear a script. however, research on this sphere of life still have not brought final solution.
writing is a material expression of a language, a mean of communication in a society that aspires to record information that do not function in the scope of oral tradition - administrative and economic records, calculations and registers. It could also serve for private records, notes, point one's ownership. the example of different ways of using script in the Minoan and Mycenaean society shows how different can be the needs for using this kind of technology such as writing, depending on the level of development or the values vital for each society. one can see here, that often the societies which function close to each other and draw from their stores of culture can use their elements in different spheres or in different dimensions: communicating with each other by using a very similar medium but in a complete different way. 
